Data capture technologies like airborne LIDAR produce extremely large models of digital terrain, which must be simplified to be useful. Garland and Heckbert's quadric error metric in conjunction with edge contraction gives a greedy approach to simplify a mesh that can fit in memory; we adapt it to work with boundaries and labels (e.g., object ID, ground vs. building, or some discrimination between parts of the mesh that is to be preserved during simplification). More importantly, we apply it to streaming meshes, suggested by Isenburg, which are represented as an intermixed sequence of vertices, triangles, and finalization tags indicating the last use of any vertex. These tags essentially document spatial locality in the stream. We discuss the engineering decisions that allow our algorithm to achieve fast, highquality simplification of gigabyte datasets using a small memory footprint.
Introduction
LIDAR [1] can collect high density point clouds from vast geographic regions. In triangulated form [2] , this data enables important computations such as shortest paths, visibility line-of-sight, and object identification. Because many of these algorithms have different data resolution requirements, mesh simplification is often a standard preprocessing step. We address the need for fast and accurate simplification of gigabyte size meshes by iterative edge contractions [3] performed on an active processing buffer, stored as a streaming compatible version of the Quad Edge [4] data structure.
Streaming processing [5] is effective on large data sets that exhibit high spatial coherence. Streaming a mesh imposes limits on simplification algorithms, however, because only a small fraction of mesh elements are available in memory. Many engineering decisions that must be made for when to read, buffer, contract, lock, or output edges. We describe our implementation, which scales to arbitrarily large meshes; the buffer allocation precisely determines the runtime memory footprint. It supports vertex labels, which affect which edges may be contracted. It successfully runs on commodity laptops as well as on powerful workstations.
We strive to balance simplification quality and time, * Department of Computer Science, UNC Chapel Hill given memory constraints. We obtain not only fast, but also accurate results. Our standard for comparison is global simplification, which has access to the entire mesh [3] . A global simplifier chooses to contract the edge that minimizes the increase in an error metric. The challenge for streaming simplification is that the algorithm cannot predict the characteristics of the mesh ahead in the stream. If we impose a strict target simplification rate we must be willing to accept larger errors due to limited information. Take the example of a streaming terrain mesh divided into two regions: a very flat plain that arrives first, followed by a mountainous area. If we maintain a steady simplification rate of output triangles over input triangles, then the error induced by simplifying in the second half will go upmore of the sharp edges in the second part of the stream will have to be collapsed in order to match the desired simplification rate. Our algorithm monitors error per vertex (Section 4.1) to adjust the simplification rate on the fly and produces fair simplification results across the whole mesh. Simplification algorithms that perform edge contractions must also prevent mesh inversion, which involves a costly geometric test. Current algorithms either disallow or highly penalize such contractions (introducing additional error). Both solutions reduce the optimality of simplification. We improve this using an event-based suspend/unsuspend mechanism (Section 3.2) which gives extra chances to simplify problem edges as the topology around them changes (without artificially changing the error). It is particularly important for a streaming simplifier to maximize the number of qualifying edges during simplification, as it is already restricted by buffer size, vertex labels, and locking of output edges.
In Section 2 we give an overview of the Quadric Error Metric and we present features of the streaming paradigm representative to our algorithm. Section 3 states the simplification policies for edge eligibility and mesh inversion mechanisms. In Section A we give a sketch of the streaming mesh simplification algorithm. We conclude with results and limitations in Section 4. Simplification algorithms based on edge contraction [6] and the Quadric Error metric [3] have been very successful for global, in-memory implementation. We have space to cite only a couple of the many variants [7, 8, 9, 10] . It has been extended to deal with attribute labels [11, 12] , or to deal with streaming formats [13] .
The closest to our approach is presented in [14] where they use sorted input meshes to achieve an equivalent processing to our streaming model. Also, they use a scheme based on probabilities to control the simplification ratio of the mesh and a randomized selection for the simplification of edges. We use a less restrictive file format (streaming with finalization tags) which allows a precise classification of mesh elements during processing (not read, finalized, written), versus their approach where they have to rely on heuristics when defining the necessary buffer to prevent processing of border elements.
Our implementation combines streaming and labels, and makes some different implementation decisions. Thus we review the concepts behind edge contraction, the Quadric Error metric, and streaming meshes in three subsections.
Simplification by Edge Contraction
An edge contraction operation (Figure 1 ) transforms the mesh by contracting edge (v 1 , v 2 ) into a vertex v and aggregating triangles and edges around both original vertices. Each edge contraction eliminates one vertex and at most two triangles from the mesh. A series of edge contractions leads to a simplified version of the mesh. The topological changes performed by an edge contraction are highly localized, but the decision on which edge to contract is a global optimization problem.
Edges are placed in an updateable min-heap. The order is based on the amount of error that each edge contraction could cause in the resulting mesh. At each iteration the minimum error edge is extracted from the heap and contracted. Following each contraction, the 1-ring heap entries of the resulting vertex need to be updated. The bottleneck for running time is the heap operations. Wu and Kobbelt [10, 14] , suggest avoiding these by simply choosing edges randomly from a buffer, which is more compatible with streaming; our implementation kept the queue in the buffer.
Quadric error metric
The collection of points in the stream define a surface. Each point p is surrounded by a set of triangles (its 1-ring); each triangle defines a plane that can be represented by the point p and a normal vector. For some points the normal vectors in their 1-ring faces cluster in approximately the same direction, indicating a flat region. Simplification by edge contraction merges a set of mesh vertices and finds a new point to represent the set. The idea of the Quadric Error Metric is to collect not only the mesh vertices, but also their incident planes/normals.
Let the error of introducing a vertex be defined as the sum of squared distances from each vertex to the set of planes it represents. In the initial mesh, each vertex sits on all the triangles in its 1-ring, so its error is zero. Optimal simplification seeks to minimize the amount of error that is accumulated at each edge contraction. As a reminder of how quadrics are computed, we next synthesize the derivations in [15, 3, 11] .
The equation of a plane whose unit normal is n through a point v can be represented as:
from a point p to the plane is given by:
Based on the representation in (2.2), the quadrics can be stored as a 3-tuple Q = (A, b, c), where A is a 3x3 symmetric matrix, b is a 3-dimensional vector, and c is a scalar (requires 10 floating point values). In this form, combining multiple quadrics for the same point is a trivial summation:
By considering the homogeneous representation of the 3-dimensional point p,p = [p x , p y , p z , 1], and the compacted single matrix quadric representation [3] ,Q, the computation of D 2 (p) ≡Q(p) is a simple matrixvector multiplication. The homogeneous representation Each vertex in our active mesh data structure stores an accumulator quadric in compacted form. As we read each triangle t from the stream, we compute its normal t.n and use it in (2.1) to evaluate A, b, and c. We temporarily assemble a compact form t.Q and add it to the accumulator quadrics v i .Q of each vertex of the triangle. Contribution from all triangles incident to a vertex constitute the initialization phase of vertex quadrics, later used in the algorithm to compute the error of edge contractions.
The size of meshes that can be handled by global simplifiers is limited by the amount of memory. The use of a global heap makes these simplifiers impractical for a divide and conquer approach such as tiling. On the other hand, local heaps for each tile combined with imposing a global simplification rate across all tiles leads to unbalanced simplification (specifically for meshes with non-uniform features). We avoid many of these problems by streaming.
Streaming Meshes
Geometry streaming [5] seeks to document spatial locality in large data sets in a way that can be exploited by application modules to form a processing pipeline. Each module has a small memory footprint which can be tuned by command parameters and adapted to the system resources. I/O operations between modules in the pipeline are efficient because most data is transferred in-memory. Our algorithm is a follow-up on the streaming simplification model proposed by Isenburg et al. [13] , where they use the term processing sequences. See also Wu and Kobbelt [14] .
The key idea is simple: a mesh can be considered as a stream of vertices and triangles in which each feature announces its arrival, and may refer to active features that have already appeared-e.g., a triangle can indicate its three vertices, which must have preceded it. If the stream also includes finalization, so that the last triangle referencing a vertex marks it inactive, then we have the opportunity to flush data once it is no longer needed. Since large streams are usually obtained by processes that have good spatial coherence, thanks to limitations of the capture hardware, simply documenting this coherence can reduce the memory for algorithms that perform primarily local processing.
Isenburg et al. [13] identifies two main modes for streaming mesh algorithms. In boundary-based processing, edges and triangles are processed immediately at the input boundary. Any application that can be adapted to this model is fast, usually I/O bound. In the buffer-based processing, an active front of edges and triangles is kept in memory. This front spans the space between the input boundary and output boundary and its width is proportional to the buffer size (similar to the relation between size of a mesh and size of a buffer, possibly proportional to √ n) Because streaming simplification needs quadrics in a neighborhood, boundarybased processing treat edges along the input boundary different than those that cross the nput boundary, giving noticable artifacts that are avoided by buffer-based processing. See Figure 2 .
In our algorithm, the amount of error introduced by simplification at each vertex depends on the global order in which we perform edge contractions. Increasing the working buffer is a simple but insufficient fix to obtaining a near optimal solution. To lower the effects of unbalanced simplification at different parts in the mesh, we automatically adjust the target simplification rate for the future portions of the mesh in order to match the error characteristic of the simplified (already committed) portion of the mesh.
Simplification Policies
Even after we decide to do mesh simplification by edge contraction and to use the Quadric Error metric, there remain some decisions, such as which edges are eligible for contraction and where to place the point they contract to. Most policies used in global simplification carry over naturally to the streaming simplification. We have adopted subset placement [3] for selecting the vertex resulting from contraction and we aggregate vertex quadrics by addition. Also, we use the constraint quadrics described by Garland et al. [12] to enforce inter object boundaries as well as true mesh boundaries. The next two subsections treat in more detail the edge eligibility and mesh inversions to which we bring important changes relevant to streaming.
Edge Eligibility
An edge is eligible if we consider it safe to contract (leaving the mesh data structure in a consistent state) at any future time after we place it in the heap. The mesh inversion test (Section 3.2) is deferred until the actual edge contraction operation.
Global simplification [3, 15, 11] begins only after the whole mesh has been initialized. In such case, the eligibility of an edge depends only on its vertices and connectivity. Once we have this information, we can unambiguously determine if the edge can be placed in the heap. Furthermore, the same edge has identical eligibility under different runs of the algorithm (i.e. changing simplification rate).
Streaming simplification runs continuously as we pass through the file. The active buffer contains output and input border elements which cannot be changedeither they have been written to the output stream, or they will be referred ahead in the input stream. We cannot establish the eligibility of an edge based only on its vertices and connectivity. For example, an edge may have unfinalized left and/or right triangles. Contracting such an edge can leave the active mesh in an inconsistent state (i.e. some vertex referred ahead in the stream was erased from the active mesh as a result of a premature edge contraction). The following "edge eligibility" rules preserve the consistency of the stream state:
is an edge between two vertices with the same label. We have used ground vs. non-ground labeling in our tests 2. the left and right faces of the edge (v 1 , v 2 ) contain no written vertices and no unfinalized vertices (clearly, v 1 and v 2 are both finalized) 3. any other static restriction on the edges which may affect eligibility (i.e. length)
These policies have a time dependency. A given edge between two vertices may become eligible at some time t 0 when all conditions hold, and ineligible at a later time t 1 when one of them fails. An edge which satisfies these policies is inserted in the heap and becomes a candidate for contraction. Under certain conditions (Section 3.2), its presence in the heap may be suspended or terminated.
Edge contraction operations can cause undesirable topology changes in the mesh, including degenerate faces and mesh inversion. Because the mesh is entirely made up of triangles (an invariant of our Quad Edge [4] mesh), the problem of degenerate faces gets simplified. As a result of an edge contraction, at most two triangles can become degenerate. Specific tests can be made to detect and eliminate these triangles from the mesh, thus maintaining the invariant. 
Mesh Inversion
Mesh inversion is a more subtle problem. In Figure 3 we have an example of mesh inversion. The edge (v 1 , v 2 ) is about to contract into a single vertex v. Before contraction, the triangle v 1 BA is properly defined (ccw traversal order). After contraction, the proposed vertex v would invert triangle vBA (cw traversal order). In fact, this case is the worst scenario because both result triangles have opposite orientations. Because it is still localized, it can be detected and prevented.
We apply a geometric test (left-or-ahead for each segment in the 1-ring) which walks the 1-ring of the proposed resulting vertex v to detect possible mesh inversions (a mismatch between topological order and geometric order among the edges of a vertex). The underlying mesh data structure (Quad-Edge) simplifies basic mesh operations (walking the 1-ring, moving from edge to edge in a topological order, etc.).
An edge that is currently causes inversion may become contractible in the future when the topology around it changes as a result of other edge contractions. The remaining issue is what to do when a problem edge is detected. In the literature, solutions for preventing mesh inversion are either (1) to eliminate the problem edges from the heap, or (2) to penalize the problem edges by increasing their error and updating their place in the heap. Both methods are convenient because they require little extra programming logic, but they can degrade the level or quality of simplification.
Streaming looks at a limited size buffer. Many edges are already locked in place because they cross the input or output boundaries.Problem edges that fail the mesh inversion test are frequent, and simply eliminating them from the heap gave us a situation where we missed the simplification target by at least one order of magnitude.
Increasing the edge error and placing it back in the heap is a possible solution, but doing so introduces additional error and visible artifacts in some cases. How much to increase the error (and whether to do it multaplicatively, additively, or a combination) is mesh specific and can requires external input. We avoid these problems by having a policy that leaves error unchanged, does not require substantial computing, and works fairly well even on the most difficult streaming patterns.
We use the heap's Suspend/Unsuspend operations to disable/enable the presence of an eligible edge in the heap. This is an event based mechanism. Any edge selected for contraction that fails the mesh inversion test, will be suspended. It will be unsuspended when some other edge in the 1-ring of its vertices performs a successful contraction.
This does not capture all cases; there are cases in which a suspended edge can become contractible due to an operation involving an opposing vertex (not attached to the edge). Because an exact mechanism to deal with these cases is computationally expensive, we use a retry queue mechanism instead. Based on our experiments this queue is not used frequently and it turns out to be a negligible cost for the overall runtime.
This slightly more complicated solution preserves the original quadric error value for problem edges and allows for a better approximation quality mesh. Complete details on the algorithm can be found in Appendix A.
Labels
The general use of labels in a mesh is to mark and classify different objects or regions. Labels added to the streaming simplification model intrduce additional restrictions on edge eligibility. These restrictions interfere with our goal of preserving object shapes We control boundaries through quadrics initialization (using constraint quadrics) and and through edge eligibility policies. Because similar effects have been studied in the related global simplification algorithms, we present here only the effects of labels in high noise datasets. In Figure 4 we have a high noise input mesh where each platform level has been marked with a special label. Even though the noisy mesh elements produce almost identical quadrics at each vertex, making them indistinguishable as important features to the simplifier, the labels help preserve the orriginal shape of the object following the simplification.
Results

Quality of Simplification
In evaluating the quality of a simplification we can use both subjective (visual appearance) and objective (quantitative) criteria. A simplification can be declared successful only if it satisfies both. The images in Figure 2 provide a subjective comparison between the original and the 1% streaming simplified version for one model mesh used in our tests. The model is highly simplifiable because of its extended flat areas; it also has sharp edges well preserved by our simplifier. A more precise, quantitative evaluation requires some form of difference metric. In general, triangleby-triangle comparison between two arbitrary meshes is quite expensive and requires efficient data structures for shortest distance queries. These queries are further complicated if the meshes are not grid aligned. For large meshes, such as the ones we are interested in this paper, we want a cheap but still accurate way of evaluating the quality of simplification (preferably one that can be done in the same pass through the input data).
The simplification process gives us (for free) access to a useful piece of information -the heap error. Each time we perform an edge contraction, we extract the minimum error edge. This error represents the estimated square distance from the resulting vertex to the set of planes it represents. We define the error per vertex (EPV) metric to be the mean of the square root error values for simplified vertices and use it for quantitative evaluation.
For global simplification, EPV is optimal (since edges are contracted in a global order). For streaming simplification, EPV is higher. The latter makes decisions relative to a limited size active buffer. As a consequence, it can prevent small error edges from contracting (Section A.1 explains how) while forcing high error edges to contract. Buffer size and the simplification rate The range of the absolute EPV for two different meshes is irrelevant; relative values are important. Normalized EPV gives an intuition of how close the streaming version gets to the global version of the same simplification. The experiments described next provide a better intuition on EPV's importance.
The values in Table 1 were obtained using a fixed buffer size of 100K edges (applicable to streaming simplification). We highlight the best relative EPV row (model specific values), which is the rate for which the result of streaming simplification matches closest the global simplification given the available buffer size.
EPV provides an important observation because it allows tuning the simplification rate according to Table 2 : Timing performance memory availability (i.e. given a buffer size of 100K, we find the rate at the best relative EPV and never perform one-step streaming simplification at lower rates. Instead, we use multiple stage streaming simplification to attain the desired rate - Figure 6 ). The two meshes have such different minimum relative EPV values (1.44 vs. 1.01). The chosen buffer size (100K edges) is sufficient to produce an almost optimal streaming simplification of citymesh, but not sufficient to do the same for platforms. On to a more intuitive level, the features in citymesh are more regular (predictable) than in platforms.
Computing the relative EPV requires performing both streaming and global simplification, which certainly does not work for a large mesh. However, we can evaluate a small portion of the mesh and hope that it correctly captures characteristics of the entire mesh. The computed EPV is used during streaming simplification to control the fairness of simplification.
Timing Performance
Our streaming simplification algorithm scales linearly with the input size. By considering results from the larger meshes in Table 2 , we obtain a throughput of approximately 1.8MB/s (50K vertices/s) for a buffer size of 1M edges (last row for each model).
The simplification rate does not have a major impact in timing performance. A higher simplification rate requires less computation but more I/O writing and vice versa. As the rate approaches 100% (no simplification), we do have a gain in performance, which means pure I/O is slightly faster.
Buffer size impact on performance is as expected, logarithmic, similar to a heap increase. The factor log b 1 /log b 2 in performance change of (b 1 , b 2 two given buffer sizes) is reflected in the results (i.e. for the last two rows of Ottawa we have a factor of 1.24 log 1M /log 250K).
Larger buffers improve the quality, but this depends on the system availability. Also, the modularity design of the streaming pipeline implies that some other streaming modules may be running at the same time and their memory allocation should be somewhat balanced.
A Algorithm Summary
In this section we give a high level overview of the streaming simplification algorithm. The efficiency of the algorithm comes primarily from the use of a Quad Edge data structure for representing the active mesh. This is an improvement over [3] , where they suggest keeping track of pairs of triangles and edges to which vertices belong, and making sure to remove duplicates as we aggregate lists. The Quad Edge data structure gives natural, constant time topological updates, without traversing long linked lists. The following list summarizes the most relevant data structures we use:
1. QE M: Active mesh. Quad Edge data structure [4] capable of handling streaming compatible operations. In principle, this data structure is aware of processing boundaries (input boundary, output boundary) and can handle infinite faces (true mesh boundaries). It allows for common topological operations self explained by their name. The most relevant to us is ContractEdge, which performs an edge contraction. This last section of code is the core of the simplification routine. In order to keep a flowing aspect of processing, we continually read input and write output. This is controlled by having the two buffer limits b and B. In the first part we read mesh elements which generates edge heap entries as mesh elements are buffered and finalized. We stop when we reach B. In the second part we perform contractions until we reach b and then we write one triangle (we may write one, two or three vertices, but overall the simplification rate is adjusted). The difference between b and B reflects the simplification target ratio. We perform rate adjustment in PerformContraction(); we compare current heap error with the running average and adjust the target simplification rate if this error exceeds some user input tolerance up/down from the average. The edges appearing on the sides of the processing front usually have one vertex finalized (with all edges into the current patch) and one vertex non-finalized (with some edges into the neighboring patch) for a long time. Because of this delay, it is possible that we have to commit the first vertex and write it to the stream before the second one gets finalized, thus eliminating the chances for simplification of their connecting edge. This is sometimes visible in the simplified mesh as border-like lateral delimitations of processing patches. One obvious solution to this problem is buffer increase. A second, more elegant solution is simplification in multiple steps (i.e. 1% simplification in one step replaced by two successive 10% simplification steps Figure 6 ). tant aspect of streaming is the ability to pipe processing output from one application layer as input to the next. This requires a single pass through the data. Also, it requires maintaining finalization and spatial locality of the mesh (refinalization after each processing stage can be slow for large or disordered meshes).
A.1 Streaming Artifacts
We transfer the same spatial locality and finalization properties from the input to the output with no additional cost. Each triangle in the active Quad Edge mesh is linked in a FIFO (age based) queue. As simplification progresses, edge contractions occur at various unrelated places in the Quad Edge mesh. Each edge contraction will cause up to two triangles to disappear from the mesh; they also get spliced out from the queue. Decisions to commit some data to the output stream will take the triangles that lasted longest in the queue and write them, along with proper finalization tags, into the output stream. This model allows simplification decisions to be independent of the streaming constraints. It is an inexpensive bookkeeping operation that 
